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$1. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS paper we exhibit a formula for the derivative of a deformation of a secondary char- 
acteristic class. These classes were originally defined by Godbillon and Vey [7] and Chern 
and Simons [6] and have been the subject of great interest in the theory of foliations. See, for 
example, Bott and Haefliger [4] and Simons [IO]. 
The formula implies that certain of the generalized Godbillon and Vey characteristic 
classes for foliations are invariants of the connected components of the space of foliations on 
a manifold. In [12], D. Lehmann gives a proof of this theorem without using the derivative 
formula. We remark that the cohomology classes of a codimension q foliation coming from 
the Simons characters [IO] are also constant on connected components unless the character 
occurs in dimension 2q + 1. For real foliations, the examples of Thurston [I l] show that in 
dimension 2q + 1 it is possible to have classes which vary continuously. For examples in the 
complex case see Bott [2]. 
The formula is a generalization of a formula of Chern and Simons [6]. However, their 
formula was for forms defined on the principal bundle over a manifold, while ours is for 
forms defined on the manifold itself and so can be applied to the theory of secondary 
classes. The reader should also note that while the results here are stated only for BT, and 
WO,, similar results hold for the spaces associated to complex foliations and foliations with 
trivial normal bundles. 
References for our point of view towards characteristic classes in general and secondary 
characteristic classes in particular are [3], [j], [8] and [9]. Finally, I would like to thank 
H. B. Lawson and R. Bott for helpful conversations, and J. Vey for permitting me to include 
his results on H*( W04). 
S2. THE FORMULA AiiD ITS APPLICATIONS 
Let G be a compact Lie group, g its Lie algebra, and I(G) the ring of ad G invariant sym- 
metric multilinear real valued functions on g. Let M be a manifold and E a principal G 
bundle over M. Let u,, be a fixed connection form on E and or’ a differentiable family of con- 
nection forms on E depending on s E W. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose f E I(G) is homogeneous of degree k and let 
w* S = fWIS + (1 - t)w, rE[O, 11 
R,’ = dw: - f [w,S, wt] = curcatrrre of w, 
A/(q’, q,) = k 1; f(w,’ - wO, R,“, . . , Q,S> dt, 
and 
Then 
.I 
v= 
I 
tf($, , cols - w. , R,“, . . . , Qts) dt. 
0 
(*) S/ds (&(wA wo>> = k(k - 1) dV + kf(t+b,, RIS, . . , QIS). 
The proof appears in Section 3. Note that A/(wr’, wo) is a real valued 2k - 1 form on M and 
that 
(**) d(A,(w,“, 00)) = f(Q,“, . . , i-qS) - f(Q,“, . . . , nos>. 
The classical importance of AI(wIs, wo) is the formula (**) for it shows that the Weil homo- 
morphism W: I(G) -+ H*(M, 58) is independent of the choice of connection. With the dis- 
covery of the Bott vanishing theorem [1] this form has been of great importance in the 
study of foliations, and the fact that it is not independent of the choice of connection is 
precisely why it is so interesting. 
COROLLARY I. Let A wlS, R,” and *, be as in Theorem 1. Then 
m(f(QIS, . . ., Q,‘>) = WY-($, , QIS, . . . , Q,‘)>. 
In [4], Bott and Haefliger construct a differential graded complex denoted by WU, . We 
recall their construction. Let R[c,, . . . , cq] be the polynomial ring over R in the variables 
Cl, . ..1 c, with degree ci = 2i. Let A(h,, h,, . . . , hzkfl ) be the exterior algebra on the indi- 
cated h’s where degree hi = 2i - 1 and 2k + 1 is the largest odd integer _< q. Let R[c,, . . . , cq] 
be the ring R[c,, . . . , c,]/(elements of degree > 2q). Then WO, is the differential complex 
M/r,, 11, > . . . . b+l) 0 WC,, . . . . cq] where d(1 @ ci) = 0 and d(h, @ 1) = 1 0 Ci . 
For any foliation F of codimension q on a manifold M they obtain a map zF : WO, --t 
,4(M) where A(M) is the ring of differential forms on M. The map rp may be described as 
follows. Let or be a torsion free connection [3] and w. a riemannian connection on the 
normal bundle of F. Then 
aF(hi) = Aci(arr 00) 
z(F(ci) = ci(Rl* . . . , n,> 
where the ci’s on the right are the Chern polynomials in Z(GL,) and R, is the curvature of 
or. It is the essence of this construction that the induced map zF*: H( WO,) -+ H*(M, R) 
depends only on the foliation and so there is a well-defined map 
r* : H*( WO,) + H*(Br,) R) 
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making the diagram 
H*( WO,) 
a;/ /” \ 
IP(rti, R) - H *(.BI-,. R) 
commute, wheref: M + BT, is the classifying map of F. 
Jacques Vey has given the following characterization of H*( WO,). 
Let / be the collection of finite non-decreasing sequences of positive integers with 
sum 5 q. For J E j denote this sum by 1 J 1, Let 4 = { 1, 3, . . , 2k + l}. To each element 
JE f and each subset I E 9 we associate the tensor h, c, E WO, defined as follows: let 
i, < i, < . . . < i, be the elements of I and let J = (jl, . . ,j,J then 
h,c, = hi, A . . .A hi, 0 cj, . . . cjm . 
If either I or J is empty the corresponding factor is 1. It is clear that the h, c, form a basis of 
wo, . 
For each I c 4 denote by i” the smallest element of I, if I = 4 then i” = co. For each 
JE 9 denote by j” the smallest element of J n 4 and if J A 9 = C#J, j” = co. 
THEOREM 2 (J. Vey). A basis for H*( WO,) is given by the classes of the tensors h, c, which 
satisfy 
(1) i” + IJI >q; 
(2) i” lj”. 
Note that condition (1) says that h, c, is a cocycle and J # 4 if h,c, # 1. Condition (2) 
assures that the h,c, are independent (e.g. in WO,, h,c, and h, c, represent the same class 
but the theorem disallows h,c, since i” = 3 and j” = 1). We call these cocycles the basic 
cocycles. 
Proof (J. Vey). To prove the result we filter WO, by the degrees of the Ci’S. Then 
E, = WO, and the differentials are defined as follows. If s E 9 then dzS h, = c, and dzr 
is zero on all the other hi and all the cj; if r # 2s where s E 4 then dr = 0. The theorem is 
immediate from the following. 
LEMMA. A basis for E,, is given by the classes of the tensors h, cJ which satisfy one of the 
conditions 
A,:i’<s,i’+ IJ/ >qandi’<j’ 
B, : i” 2 s andjo 2 s. 
Proof. The proof is by induction. For s = 1 all the h,c, are of type B,. Suppose the 
lemma is true for s, to prove it for s + 1 we split B, into four types. 
B,‘: i” =s i” + IJl <q j” 2 s 
B,‘: i” = s i”+ IJI >q j” 2s 
BS3: i" > s j" =s 
BS4: i” > s j” > s. 
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Observe that dzS is zero on tensors of type A,, BS2, BS3 and B,*, that if s$ 9 the sets BS1, 
B,’ and BS3 are empty and that Ascl = A, u B,’ and B,,, = B,‘. Thus we need only show 
that d>,(B,‘) = Bs3 for then we will have that a basis of EZs+r IX E2S+Z is given by tensors of 
type A,, B,’ and BS4. 
Suppose h,c, E B,’ and s E 9. Then h,c, = h, A hiI A ... A hi, @ ci, ... cj, and 
dzs(hrc,)=hi,~ . ..AhilOCj....~jl~,~j=t,...~jm where iZ is the largest element of .I 
less than s. The set J’ = (iI, . . . . i,, j,, il+r, . . . . i,,,) is in f since IJ’] =s + IJ] = 
i” + 1 J 1 I q and (i’)’ = s. Thus d,,(h, c,) E BS3 and it is easy to see that dzS gives a bijection 
between the two types. Q.E. D. 
Notice that the elements of H*(WO,) of type A,,, are the exotic characteristic classes 
while those of type B,+l are the Chern classes. 
The next result has also been remarked by J. Simons. Compare [lo, Proposition 3.141. 
THEOREM 3. Let F,, s E [0, 11, be a differentiable family of foliations of codimension q. 
Let h, c, be a basic cocycle and (h, cJ> its cohomology class. Then 
+,,*<h,c,) = aF,*(hIcJ) 
unless 
i” + [.I[ = i, +j, + ... +j, =q + 1. 
Proof. By a differentiable family of foliations we mean a family of foliations whose 
associated family of normal bundles is differentiable. Since all the normal bundIes are 
isomorphic we may assume that we have one bundle, one reimannian connection o,, and a 
family of connections 0,’ with the property that (Q,s)‘r” z 0. 
Ifl=(i,,..., il) we denote (iI, . . . , ip, . . , iJ by I, where A means that entry is deleted 
and use the same meaning for J4. Then from Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 we have that 
modulo exact forms 
(*)dl&(a&c,)) 
Applying the vanishing theorem of Bott to the right side of (*) shows that each term in the 
first sum = 0 unless i, + 1 J ( -< q + 1 and each term in the second sum = 0 unless i, + 1 J) _< 
q + 1. Because of the restrictions on the indices which may appear in the basic cocycles the 
right side of (*) is non zero only if i, + I.JI = q + 1. 
Comment 1. Actually a slightly more general theorem holds. We say a connection w is 
q-flat if its curvature Q satisfies R q+r = 0 Notice that a q-flat connection gives rise to a map - . 
a,* : H*( WO,) -+ H*(M, R). Let P be a bundle and F,(P) the space of q-flat connections on P. 
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THEOREM 4. Zfq, and o1 lie in the same path component of F,(P) then r,,*(( h,c,l)) = 
r,,*((h,c,))unlessi” + \JI =q + 1. 
Comment 2. We can give the following interpretation to the theorem. There is a natural 
map P: WG,+r -, WO, given by p(c,+ r) = 0, p(h,+,) = 0 if A,+, exists and P(ci) = ci 
p(h,) = hj for the other ci and hi. This gives a map p* : H*( WO,.,) -+ H*(WO,) and the 
classes in H*( WO,) which can move are precisely those in the cokernel of p*. 
The cokernel of p* may be thought of as follows 
coker p * = A(hl, h,, . , h,,+,)@ Hzq”( WO,) 
where hi, @ hi,c, = 0 if i, 2 i2. We must throw out these tensors because they do not 
represent cohomology classes. More succinctly 
cokerp* = [A(h,, ...,h2k+l)@H2qf1(WOq)] n H*(WO,). 
Comment 3. It is now clear how to generalize this result to H*(BT,). Let i: BT, -+ BlY,+r 
be the map induced by i: Rq + R ¶+’ Suppose F, is a differentiable family of foliations on M . 
of codimension q. Then for each s there is a map_& : M --t BT, and a mapf: A4 x I-* BT,+,. 
fclassifies the foliation F on M x I which restricts to F, on A4 x (s}. Consider the following 
diagram 
B!I-,,l iBT 
t t4 
The diagram commutes since the foliation induced byfis integrably homotopic to the one 
induced by i 0 f, 0 71. Thus if u E H*(BT4+1) then fr* 0 i*(a) =fo* 0 i*(r) and SO the only 
elements of H*(BT,) which may move are those in the cokernel of i*. The reader may be 
tempted to remark that this trivializes Theorem 3. The power of Theorem 3 is that it makes 
clear precisely which classes are rigid while the above proof does not. 
Theorem 3 contrasts sharply with what may happen in the case i” + IJI = q + 1. 
THEOREM 5 (Thurston [ 111). There is a d$erentiable family F, of codimension 1 foliations 
on S3 for wphich ~,*((hlcl))[S3] takes on a continuum of values. 
This is the only known family of real foliations of this type and so it is an open question 
whether there are families of codimension q foliations q > 1 for which the secondary classes 
take on a continuum of values. One would also like to have examples of foliations to show 
that the rigid classes are not bundle invariants. 
In [IO], J. Simons constructs characters associated to connections on G bundles. For 
example, when G = GL, he gets characters denoted by S,, p E Z[c,, . . , c,J where the ci are 
the integral Chem polynomials in I(GL,). For a given connection w on a bundle over a 
manifold M, S,(w) is a homomorphism from singular cycles on M to R/Z, i.e. if p is a 
monomial of degree I 
S,(o): Z,,_,(M) + iR/Z. 
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When p(R, . . . , Q) F 0 these homomorphisms define R/Z cohomology classes denoted by 
S,[w]. This is the case for torsion free connections associated to a foliation and the Simons 
class is independent of the choice of connection. Some of these classes are the mod Z reduc- 
tion of the generalized Godbillon-Vey classes. The advantage of this construction is that it 
yields some new classes. (In the case of codimension 3 foliations the class Sc2* forexample). 
A result similar to Theorem 3 holds for these classes. 
THEOREM 3’. Let F,, s E [0, l] be a differentiable family of foliations of codimension q, 
with torsion free connections co,. Let p E I(GL,) be integral and homogeneous with p(R,, . . . , 
0,) = 0. Then S&w,] = S,[o,], unless degree p = q + 1. 
This is a corollary of the following. 
THEOREM 6 (Simons [lo, Proposition 3.141). Let Ok, s E [0, l] be a smooth family of 
connections, R, their curvature and Ic/, = a/a,(o,). Let p: R -+ R/Z be the obvious homomor- 
phism and let p E I(GL,) be homogeneous of degree 1. Then 
S,(w) - S,(oo) = P 3 (1 j1 P($, 1 Q, > . . . , Q,> ds) I z,, _ cbIj. 
0 1 
53. PROOF OF THEOREhI 1 
Following Chern [5], we will use the convention that iff contains less than k arguments 
the last one is repeated a number of times to make f a function of k arguments. Thus 
f(o,” - Co0 ) n,s> = f (WIS - Coo ) R,S, . . . ) a;) 
k-l 
With this in mind we have 
= aia,(k I,’ f (04s - wo, Q,“)dt)=k j;f(WWt+k(k- 1) j;f(oWoo, 
a/a,(n:), n,s) dt. 
Now the equation 
da,” = - [!2,S, o,s] 
gives 
d(f (4,) ~1’ - 00, Q,S>> =f (W,, 01’ - wo > Q,S> -f (II/, > d(o,” - oo), Q,J) 
-(k - 2)f ($, , OIJ - WJ , [Q,S, 0151, n:>. 
The invariance off implies (see [j]) that the last term equals 
-f ([$I 9 c%Y, WI5 - wo 1 Qt7 +f (ti,, [OlS - 00 1 @Is17 n,S> 
so 
d(f(ll/,, 01’ - wet Q,S)) =f(W, - [ICI,, ~~‘l,~r’ - wo 7 Q,S> 
-I($, 9 d(w,’ - wo) - [01* - wo , oJ,‘l> Q,S). 
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Using a/8,(!2~) = t(d$, - Ill/,, nrS]) we see that 
d/d, A,(w,', oo) - k(k - 1) dV = k f1 f(ll/, , ~2,“) dt 
‘0 
+ k(k - 1) j-1 tf($, , d(w,’ - wo) - [wls - wo, w,“], Q,S) dt 
= k i’f&, R,’ + t(k - l){d(w,’ - wo) - [ml5 - wo , w,%, Q,7 dt. 
0 
Since 
we have 
R,’ = tR,” + (1 - tpos + +t( 1 - t)[qS - coo, WI3 - coo] 
R,” + t(k - I){d(o,’ - coo) - [wIs - oo, w,s]} 
[qS - wg ) WIS - wo] 
and so 
?/‘a, A/(q’, oo) - k(k - 1) d V 
2k - 1 
1-7 t [qS - c&J, WSI - wol, 
ti-2,’ + (1 - t)S20s + ; t(1 - t)[wls - coo, wIs - w,] dt 
=k2 ’ 
i tk - tr<S, , ‘47 dt 0 
where 
f,. q,Lti, > WISI QOS, lWlS - wo , WIS - wol) 
=A$,, %I”, “. , y, RoS, . . . , RoS, [WLS - wo, WIS - wo], . . . , [WIS - wo, wls - wo]) 
. . / 
P 4 r 
and 
c~,~, , = k2t,tp-‘(I - t)“(;@ - t)) I 
+ tP(l - tY(~t(l - W( p,q2 *, J 
+; I- 
i 
2k - 1 
7t 
) 
P(1 - q+ - t>>‘-’ 
ik’r - 1)). 
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Simplifying this expression we get 
CP*q.r =- ((1 - t)p+ (y)q+ (I -2qt)r). 
Using the fact that 
i 
I 
t”( 1 - t)” = 
m!n! 
(m + n + l)! 
we finally have 
0 
-1 
! 
Cp,qvr dt = 0. 
0 
This, of course, covers only the cases where p, q and r are all non-zero. We leave it to the 
reader to check the other cases. Since 
we are done. 
University of California, Berkeley 
University of California, Los Angeles 
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